INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN SVERDLOVSK REGION

Abstract. The article examines the innovative development of social entrepreneurship that is one of the most significant factor of modern economic development. The study makes recommendations on how to improve the efficiency of the institutional management of social entrepreneurship. In order to achieve the aim of our research, it has been developed typology and analytical review of practices of social innovations in Sverdlov Region.
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1. Introduction

The innovative development of social entrepreneurship is becoming increasingly popular as a means of bringing together social and economic perspectives on development. The researching of the innovativeness of social entrepreneurships is becoming popular within the framework of social innovations concepts.

The topicality and relevance of the study’s indicated area of expertise is confirmed by the increasing number of forums and conferences devoted to the problems of social innovation: the conference "Social Innovation Residency" in Canada, "Social Innovation Summit" in San Francisco; the regular thematic TACSI meetings in Australia, the Young Foundation in London; the Office of Social Innovation and Civic Participation in the White House in Washington, DC; the Ministry of Social Development and Social Innovation in British Columbia, and more. In this connection, an equally important consideration is the issue of institutional support for social innovations. It should be noted that the growing interest in this issue, both from the scientific community and from practitioners, might be called a global trend. On the one hand, there is an active increase in social inequality both at the global level and within individual countries, at the same time as an uneven distribution of the resources and budgetary constraints of developing countries, resulting in major changes, not only in the economic and social space, but also politically. On the other hand, the processes of globalisation facilitate the active dissemination of new methods and tools for solving social problems and their grafting into different areas as well as demonstrating the growth of involvement of citizens in the solution of global problems. All of this requires new institutional mechanisms of interaction of economic agents to address growing social problems [1, 2, 3].

2. Methodology

The development of the authors’ multi-parameter classification of social innovations is based on the review of social innovation systematisation criteria shown in the previous section. The most important classification attributes, which permit social innovation to be grouped according to their functional characteristics, were identified on the basis of the review.

The first systematisation criterion consists in the degree of state participation for the purposes of monitoring the efficiency of social innovation financing. Here, social innovations may be considered as:

- state funded;

---
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privately funded: i.e. financed by commercial and non-profit organisations as well as individuals;
Funded through a combination of public and private sources.

The second criterion consists in the extent of the social innovation, which indicates the scope of its application. This factor is significant due to its characterisation of the scale effect of social innovations. Thus, social innovations may be considered at the:
- organisational level [4];
- local level (urban, rural settlement, municipal);
- regional level (at the level of a selected region);
- national level (at the level of the country);
- international level (social innovation covering a certain number of countries) [2]

The third criterion consists in the type of initiator: this parameter permits a characterisation of the social innovation in terms of its initiation type. Here, social innovations may be considered in terms of:
- "top-down" innovations, initiated by the state or by organisations and institutions that stand higher in the hierarchy of power [5];
- "bottom-up" innovations, initiated by ordinary people, public-sector workers, public servants [6].

The fourth criterion is the degree of novelty. Depending on the degree of novelty, social innovations can be divided into:
- gradual social innovations (minor improvements to existing services, processes, institutions);
- radical social innovations (radical changes to existing services, processes, institutions);
- systemic social innovations (creation of a new system or a fundamental change to an existing system).
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Figure 1. Criteria of the multi-parameter classification
Thus, four of the most important and fundamental attributes are identified, permitting us to consider social innovations in terms of their scale, state support, initiation type and degree of novelty [7]. These parameters make it possible to identify the place of social innovations in social space, thus forming a basis for forecasting their future influence on the public economic sector at international, national, regional, local, micro- and organisational levels.

The next step of the research procedure was the sampling of social innovations in terms of their popularity, efficiency and need across the study area. The list of social innovations was comprised of social innovations in Sverdlovsk region, which were covered by the media and included 14 items. The final stage of the research was the distribution of the social innovations in accordance with the previous criteria.

4. Results and Discussion
The procedure presented in the above paragraph was applied for analysis the social innovation distribution in Sverdlovsk region. Based on the results, social innovation gaps were identified and probable causes of these gaps suggested.

The authors have analysed only regional and local social innovations; therefore, there are no social innovations considered at the national and international levels.

It is necessary to note that the location of the innovations indicate the fact that all of them are supported by private sources of funding. Projects with partial government funding shows that institutional mechanisms of collaboration between government and private sector actors are at the rudimentary stage. In spite of many programmes at the regional and local levels, which are designed to develop the social sphere, only traditional methods are being used. At the same time, the special role of state and municipal departments in the process of formation of institutional conditions for socio-innovative development should be noted.

Another feature of Sverdlovsk region’s social innovations is their one-off character. Due to their instigation at the initiative of individuals or businesses, they are only partially able to solve current social problems; the corresponding government projects also tend to be of a one-off nature.

All in all, it is possible to observe quite active work on the development and implementation of socially innovative projects; nevertheless, the process of implementation of social innovations requires regular the involvement of state and local governmental departments. Moreover, additional informational, legal and financial support is necessary. This not only affects the social development of the city, but also impacts on its economic development, which is crucial for Smart City development [8].

5 Conclusion
The conducted investigation for the purpose of the development of the theoretical-methodological positions of economic theory by means of the disclosure of the essence of innovativeness of social entrepreneurs, their analysis in connection with Sverdlovsk region, and also the systematisation of social innovations, which ensure the social of the developments of cities, made it possible to obtain the following results.

Firstly, based on our review of the scientific literature, the multi-parameter systematization of innovative social entrepreneurship was developed, which contains the following criteria: extension; type of government funding; type of initiator and degree of innovation.

Secondly, a systematisation of innovative social entrepreneurship, which are distributed according to these criteria, allowed us to bring to light the regularities of social innovations in Sverdlovsk region.

In order to develop innovative social projects, we need provide the high standard of social development. This study shows that there are many socio-innovative initiations in Sverdlovsk region. Moreover, when considering the practical application of social innovations, it was found that, given correct implementation, these types of innovation can achieve good results. The
development of the institutional environment of social innovations is becoming one of the most significant factor for acquisition of Smart City status. It can be noticed that the infrastructure of supporting of business innovations are developing in Sverdlovsk region gradually; nevertheless, an additional design of new competitive institutions are required in order to support social projects directly.
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